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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A be a ring and 3 the category of all finitely generated left A-modules. 
The Grothendieck group of 5, denoted by KO(A), is the abelian group 
generated by symbols [Ml, ME 5 with relations 
[Ml = P&l + P&l, 
whenever 0 + Ml --+ M + M, -+ 0 is an exact sequence in 5. 
In case G is a finite group and R is the ring of algebraic integers in an 
algebraic number field L, define a product in KO(RG) by 
PWI = [M @R NIP 
where g(m @ n) = gm @gn for all g E G. Swan [7] has shown that this 
makes KO(RG) into a commutative ring with 1 = [RI, R being the trivial 
RG-module. Obviously, KO(LG) is also such a ring, and, if S is any full set 
of inequivalent irreducible LG-modules, the Jordan-Holder theorem implies 
that {[M*] 1 M* E S] freely generates KO(LG). 
Let 0 : KO(RG) + KO(LG) be given by [M] -+ [L @R M] where 
g(/ @ m) = 8 @ gm for 6’ EL and g E G. 0 defines a ring epimorphism and 
there is an exact sequence 
0 ---A ker 0 --+ KO(RG) -b KO(LG) - 0. 
* Presently at Rutgers University, New Brunswick, New Jersey 08903. 
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Since P&G) is a free abelian group, there is a splitting map f : KO(LG) -+ 
KO(RG) for which Of = 1 and hence a group isomorphism 
KO(LG) @ ker 8 N KO(RG) 
given by by) -+fH + Y- 
Determination of the additive structure of KO(RG) has been carried out 
by Heller and Reiner [3]. As far as the multiplicative structure is concerned, 
it has been shown by Swan [S] that (ker 19)~ = (0), so that multiplication is 
determined by products of the form f (x)f( y) and f (zc)z for X, y E KO(LG) 
and z E ker 8. When R = 2 the rational integers these products have been 
computed in the following cases-G a cyclic p-group (Swan [S]), G an 
abelian p-group (Obayashi [5]), and G a cyclic group (Stan4 [6]). 
In this paper, we first consider the case where G is a dihedral group and 
show that the formulas given in [6] serve to determine multiplication for this 
class of groups as well. Finally we consider the case where G is a quaternion 
group and construct a splitting map. 
2. MULTIPLICATION IN KO(ZD,) 
Let D, denote the dihedral group of order 2t. 
D, = (x, y; xt = y2 = 1, yxyl = x-l). 
If Q denotes the rational numbers, then to construct a splitting map 
f : KO(QD,) + K”(ZD,), QDt must first be decomposed into its irreducible 
components. 
We fix some notation for the rest of this section. do = 1, di ,..., d,. = t 
will denote all the divisors of t (dl = 2 if t is even), 7 will be a primitive t-th 
root of 1, and v = (7) + v-l)/2 = (r] + +j)/2, where bar denotes complex 
conjugation. For each i, 0 < i < r set 
qi = $‘di, vi - 17s + % ) 
2 
Lti) = Q(Ti), Kci) = Q(vi). 
Finally for any field K, K, denotes the n x n matrix algebra over K. 
THEOREM 2.1. 
QDtrvK$'@-.@K~'@& 
whereB=K~“@Q@QiftisoddandB=Q@Q@Q@Qiftiseven. 
For each i, 0 < i < r let A*(Lci)) denote Lfi) made into a QD,-module on which 
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x acts as multiplication by r]i and yqi = +ji . A*(L(i)) is the irreducible sub- 
module of Kc’ and the set consisting of the A*(L”)) and the appropriate number 
of copies of Q (corresponding to the one-dimensional representations of Dt) 
forms a full set of inequivalent irreducible QD,-modules. 
Proof. Note that for each i 3 2, (Lti) : Kti)) = 2 and that the cor- 
responding Galois group G(i) is generated by the automorphism yi : 7i -+ +ji . 
Let Co) be the crossed product algebra of Go) and L(i) with unit factor set. 
C@) may be presented as the 
Q-algebra (TV , yi ; vfi = yt = 1, qiyi = y&). 
If si = q(dJ, v being the Euler function, then 
is a Q-basis for Co). 
Let A = QDt . Map A --f Ctr) by x- 7, y + yr. This determines a 
Q-algebra (hence A-module) epimorphism. If Qi denotes the di-th cyclotomic 
polynomial, then since Qi(x-l) = h(x) Q,(x) for some polynomial h over Q, 
the kernel is A, = A@,(x). The semisimplicity of A implies A = A, @ C(r). 
Let 
Ai = A@,(X) @~-I(X) ... @r-i(X), i = 0, 1,. .., r. 
This gives a chain of submodules 
A,3 A,3 ...r) A,-,3 A, = (0). 
As before, the map Ai + C(T--(-l) where 
x + 777-i-l 3 Y + YT-i-l 
determines a Q-algebra epimorphism gi . If i < r - 2, gi has kernel A,+1 . To 
verify this last statement, let K = r - i - 1 and write an element of Ai as 
where p and q are polynomials over Q. Its image under gi is 
Now (1, ylc} forms an L (“)-basis for K > 2; so the above expression is zero if 
and only if both p and q are divisible by ak . This gives AS/A,+, N C(r--i-l) 
for i = 0, l,..., r - 3. Now, for these values of i, it is well known [4] that 
CW-i-l) e Kg-i-l’; so A is the direct sum of these matrix algebras and 
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&a/A,-1 @ A,-, . To complete the decomposition of QDt we must deter- 
mine these algebras. 
In case i = r - 1, C(O) = L(O) = K(O) = Q and A,-, -+ Q reduces to 
x -+ 1, y --f 1. Recalling that Qi is the di-th cyclotomic polynomial, we note 
that since Q,(l) ... G+(l) # 0, an element (p(x) + q(x)y) Q,(x) .*. al(x) 
is in the kernel if and only if p(X) + p(X) is d ivisible by h - 1. This, along 
with the fact that (x - 1) @r(x) ..’ Q,(x) = 0, shows that the kernel consists 
of elements of the form 
q(x)(l - y) @,(x) ... @i(X) = q(x)(l - y)(Xt-r + ..* + x + 1). 
Now e = ((1 - y)/2) @r(x) ... @r(x) is a central idempotent and Ae E Q. 
Clearly x acts trivially and y acts like - 1 on Ae, so A,-, E Q @ Q where 
each summand corresponds to a one-dimensional representation in which 
x-+ 1. 
In case i = r - 2 and t is odd then L(l) # Q and the above argument 
shows AT-,/A,-, e K;” as well. If t is even, then notice that 
At - 1 = (X2 - 1) @a(;\) ... @r(h) 
Let 
= (A2 - l)(P + At-4 + ... + ha + 1). 
u(x) = xt-2 + xi-4 + ... + x2 + 1, 
then 24x)/t is a central idempotent and A,-, = Au(x). A routine computation 
shows Au(x) E Q-algebra (c, d; c2 = d2 = 1, cd = dc) which is simply 
QV, , V, being the four group. Thus, A,-, N Q @ Q @Q @ Q. Since 
(x + 1) AT-2 C A,-, > AT-,/A,-, z Q @Q gives the remaining two one- 
dimensional representations of D, . 
Write 
Cci) = Q-algebra (yi , yi ; # = yi2= 1, viyi = y&). 
ci = (1 + y,)/2 is an idempotent of 0) and yiq = l i . Now elements of the 
form rlijci provide a Q-basis for the module P)E~ and rli(~ijei) = q:+‘ei, 
yi(& = +jiei . C@)q is clearly irreducible and CY)E~ cv d*(Lu)) as QDt- 
modules. This completes the proof. 
Let Ht = (x) and for each i let Ro) = Z[+q,], the ring of integers of Lci). 
It is easy to see that {Lo) 1 I = O,..., Y} is a full set of nonisomorphic irreducible 
QH,-modules. There is a splitting map 
f : KO(QH,) -+ KO(ZH,) 
given by [Lu)] - [Ro)] (see [S]). W e s a h 11 now construct a splitting map f' 
for KO(ZD,) which is, in addition, a ring homomorphism. 
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LEMMA 2.2. Define A * : KO(QHJ -+ KO(QD,) by [Lci)] --+ [A *(Lci))], 
i = 0, I,..., r and linearity. Then A* is a ring monomorphism. 
Proof. Since each L(i) is a separable extension of Q, Lci) &L(i) _N Ck L(ia) 
as Q-algebras [l]. By specifying this isomorphism explicitly it is seen to 
provide an isomorphism of QH,-modules; thus, 
A *( [Lti’] [L(j)]) = 1 A *[L@]. 
k 
To see this, write L(j) as Q[X]/(@#)) and let cl(h) denote h modulo Qj(X). 
Also take qj = cl(h). If y denotes the isomorphism, then, since x acts like 
yi @ 7j on the left, we need to consider y(qi @ vj). Let Dj = ft ... fe be the 
factorization of @9 into irreducible polynomials inLu)[A]. The k-th component 
of 
Y(7i 0 7J = Y(7i 0 49 
is (7ih) moduio fk which acts like the appropriate root of unity on 
L(i)[;\]/( f,(h)) = Lcik). Thus, ~(7~ @ 7i) acts like x on the right, and y is a 
QH,-isomorphism. In fact if 
then the previous remarks show that each fk is a root of 1. Consequently 
Y(Y(7i 0%)) = r(7il 0 77') = (5;L C) = (‘5 ,***, k), 
so that y provides a QD,-isomorphism 
and 
A*(,(“) @ A*(L’j’) E c A*(L(‘k)) 
k 
A*([L(i)][L(i)]) = A*([Lci)]) A*([L(j)]). 
Because of 2.1, A* is clearly injective. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let f' : KO(QD,) + KO(ZD,) be deJined by [A*(Lci))] ---f 
[l?(i)] for each i, 0 < i < r, where l?(i) is R(i) made into a ZD,-module by 
yyi = +ji , and [Q] -+ [Z] when y acts as -1 on both sides. There is a linear 
map A making the diagram 
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commute. If 
6’ : KO(ZD,) ---f KO(QD,) 
is given by [M] + [Q az M], then f’ is a ring homomorphism and e’f’ = 1. 
Proof. Letting A = f ‘A*6’ gives a linear map 
A : KO(ZH,) -+ KO(ZD,). 
Since Of = I, Of = f ‘A*. Now, A* is a ring monomorphism and f is a ring 
homomorphism [8]; hence, it suffices to show that A is multiplicative on the 
image of KO(QH,) under f (clearlyf’(xy) = f’(x) f ‘( y) if x is not of the form 
d*(Lo))). This image consists of Z-linear combinations of terms [Pi)]. Now 
A[R’i’] = f ‘A *[L(i)] = [@)I. 
If j is any integer 0 < j < r, then let @‘j = fi ... ft be the irreducible 
factorization of Qj over Rci). Since 
R(j) = Z[h]/(tDj(X)), 
R(i) az R(j) = WW(fX4 . ..f&)). 
where x acts like rli cl(h) on the right, cl(h) being X modulo f,(h) ... f&i). Let 
M = W~ll(f~@) . ..fe(X)) 
and for each K, 1 < K < 6, let 
M,c = Mf,(h) ... f,<(A). 
This gives a chain of submodules 
MI Ml3 ...I M/m11 Mt = (0). 
For each K there is a ZH,-isomorphism 
M,IM,,, cv Rci) Pl/(f~+d4) = R’ik’ 
defined by f,(h) . ..f.(h) p(X) + p(X) modulo fk+l(A), for each 
p(X) E R’i’[/\]. 
In the preceeding, x acts like (A modulo fiC+r(X)) qi on the right. Because of 
the defining relations in KO(ZH,) we then have 
[M] = c [Rcie’], 
k 
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thus 
To show that 
we must check that the isomorphisms used above commute with the action 
of y. In the first case, since cl(h) is a root of aj , 
wwfl@) .**h@>) 
becomes a ZD,-module where y(~ cl(X)) = $(cl(h))-l. It is an easy matter 
to check that 
I?(i) @ r?(j) N R(i)[h]/(f,(h) -f&q). 
The second case can be treated in a similar fashion. 
Since f' is a splitting map for KO(ZD,), multiplication will be determined 
by products f '(x)z for x E ker 0’. [3] p rovides the following description of 
ker 0’. 
ker 0 = c [Rti’] - [y(i)a(i)] 1 y(i)@ &‘-ideal of S(i) . 
Ii I 
Here So) is the ring of integers in Kti). 
Recall that an ideal U of Lci) is ambiguous if u = U. Obviously, any 
ambiguous ideal of L@) can be made into a ZD,-module 0. For each i, 
0 < i < r, let A$‘~ = {[U,] 1 Vi an ambiguous ideal of Lo)} and let 
Now let r be the subring of KO(ZH,) generated by A&‘, 
r = c [UJ1 a*- [UiJnk where lLJji~di\. 
1 
Define 6 : r -+ KO(ZD,) by 
VA1 *.* [UT1 + PI oz -.* oz OrI 
so that S[U] = [#I and S( 1) = 1. Clearly 6 determines a ring homo- 
morphism. 
Notice that 6 and A agree on the terms [Ii(“)]. Further if Vr) is a ZW-ideal 
then YE is ambiguous and S[V(i)Z?‘i)] = [Vci)Rci)] so that 
S([Iz(“)] - [Y(i)R(i’]) . 
I 
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Nowf’d* = Af by 2.3, so that every product f '(x)x, for z E ker B’, is a sum 
of terms 
Since 
S([W]([W’] - [V’P’])). 
[R(j)]([lW] - [ W)W)]) E ker 8, 
these products are determined by the formulas given in [6]. This completes 
determination of multiplication in KO(ZD,). 
3. THE QUATERNION GROUP & 
Let Z& denote the quaternion group of order 4t 
226 = (a, b; ut = b2, M-1 = a-‘). 
In this section a basis for KO(Q9,) and a splitting map for K”(ZZ?,) will be 
determined. First, we set down some more notation. 
Let do = 1, 4 ,..., d, = 2t be all the divisors of 2t arranged so that 
d o ,..., d, = t are all the divisors of t. If t = 2”n where n is odd, then set 
d r+l = 2”+l if t is even and d,,, = 2 if t is odd. Let 5 be a primitive 2t-th 
root of 1, and for each i, 0 < i < s 
& = [W, 5i + L q=-, 
2 
yi = q2 - 1. 
AlsoLo) = Q(&) and K(i) = Q(uJ. S’ mce we may take 5” = r), this conforms 
to our previous notation when i < r. For any field K with y, S E K, set 
-P‘(y, 6) = K-algebra (u, V; u2 = y, v2 = 6, uv = -vu). 
This is a quaternion algebra over K. Note that for each i 3 r + 1 the algebra 
is a division algebra over K(i) since yi < 0. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let t = 2%~~ where n is odd; then, 
QL2t CY QDt @ .iP) @ ... @ Z?‘r+2) @ D. 
- 
D = Q( A/- 1) if k = 0 and D = 9r+l’ if k > 0. 
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Note that 2.1 and 3.1 together imply that 
{B, d*(Lt2’) ,..., d*(zP)); D, $(“+2) ,..., S”‘} 
constitutes a full set of inequivalent irreducible Q&-modules. The details 
of the proof will show that a and b act as x and y respectively on the first r 
of these and as ci and j( j2 = - 1) respectively on ZP, except when K = 0 
in which case a acts as - 1 and b as 4 - 1 on D. 
Choice of a maximal Su)-order Do) in 9ci) determines a splitting map 
f v : K0(Q9,) -+ K”(Z2?,) by 
Ll *[L(i)] - d[W], O<i<r 
[s?(i)] --f [W’], r+l<i<s. 
We note that the maximal orders Do) are in general not uniquely determined 
(see for example [2]). Also computation shows that f” is a ring homo- 
morphism if t = 4, but we have no general results in this direction. 
Proof. Let A = QS, . It follows from the above presentation of 9, that 
a2t = b4 = 1. Now E = (1 + b2)/2 and E’ = (1 - b2)/2 are central orthogonal 
idempotents of A, so A = AE @ AE’. Computation shows that 
and 
AE = Q-algebra(a<, bc; (a~)” = (bc)2 = E; bae = a-lbe) 
Ad = Q-algebra(aG’, bd; (ad)t = (bd)2 = -4; bat’ = a-lb<‘). 
Mapping aE -+ x and be --f y gives a Q-algebra isomorphism AE N QDt . 
For convenience let 01 = ar’, /3 = br’ and A’ = AC’. If R denotes the real 
numbers and 9R = .SR(- 1, -l), then 01---f 5, /3 + j defines a Q-algebra 
homomorphism A’ + 9R. Writing A’ = Q[a] @ &[a]/3 and Z?R = C @ Cj 
(C the complex numbers), it is clear that the kernel is A’@Jor) (where QS is 
the 2t-th cyclotomic polynomial) and the image is A” where 
A” = Q-algebra<<, j; 5” = -1, cj = jr). 
Let w’ = (1 - 5)/2; then 1 = w + w’ and w’ satisfies the polynomial 
h2 - (w2 - 1) = 0 over US). As a consequence, A” may be written as 
A” = Kts)-space( 1, w’, j, w’j); 
however, center(A”) = ZP) so that 
A" = K(s)-algebra&', j; (~‘)2 = w2 - 1, j2 = -1, WY = -j+ 
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Thus, A” = 9fs) and, since A is semisimple, 
A’ N_ 2?(S) @ A’@,(a). 
Following along the lines of the proof of 2.1 we now compute a composition 
series for the module A’@,(cY). 
Since 
P - 1 = (A” - l)(hi + 1) 
Let 
= fi CqX) * fi CD&i), 
i=o i=r+1 
At + 1 = q.+r(X) +.* @,(A). 
Ai = A’@&) ... @&(a), i = 0, l,..., s - (y + 1); 
then we have a chain of submodules 
A’DP,(a) = A, 3 A, 1 ... 3 AS-(7+2) 1 A,-(,+,) = (0). 
Set 8 = s - (z’ + 1) and map A, --+ sR by 01-+ cd, p + j. This defines a 
Q-algebra homomorphism and, as long as G > r + 1, the image of Ai is the 
Q-algebra(& , j; cc j = jr!) = ??I). 
As before, an element (p(a) + q(a)jl) D,(U) ... Dc+r(ol) is in the kernel if and 
only if p and q are divisible by CD! , thus 
Ai/&+l z =$?-i-l) for 0 < i < s - (Y + 3). 
In case t is even, then d r+l 3 4 and the above isomorphism holds for 
i = s - (Y + 2) as well. In case t is odd then d,,, = 2. If i = s - (Y + 2), 
then 6’ = 2, and the image of Ai under 01+ - 1, /3 + j is Q(j). The kernel 
is clearly A,(cx + 1) = (0), which completes the proof. 
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